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ABSTRACT

We investigated the seismic potential of a given set of faults in the Etna region, by
analysing the inter-event times of major earthquakes as given by the earthquake
catalogue. Among the active structures of the volcano, the Timpe fault system in the
eastern flank is responsible for the largest earthquakes occurred in historical times,
with long-term behaviour characterised by earthquake mean recurrence times of
~ 20 years for severe/destructive events (epicentral intensity I0 ≥ VIII EMS). By
means of coseismic effect analyses and thanks to the peculiarity of the earthquake
source in this volcanic district, we associated the seismic events to the individual
seismogenic sources, obtaining the seismic history of each fault. Mean recurrence
time of major events referred to a specific fault can therefore be defined. Then, we
calculated the probabilities of occurrence of destructive events both with Poisson
and Brownian Passage Time (BPT) models. A time-dependent BPT distribution
function has been used to calculate the conditional occurrence probability for each
structure of the Timpe seismogenic zone. In a memoryless perspective, the
probability of having a major earthquake on individual faults is about 7% in 5
years, while it changes from fault to fault if the probability is conditioned to the
time elapsed since the last event. As a result, impending earthquakes are expected
on the S. Tecla fault (11%), and on the Moscarello and Fiandaca faults (~ 6-9%),
all involved in the complex dynamics of the eastern flank of Mt. Etna. These results
are consistent with those obtained independently through the site approach,
calculated by the SASHA code.

Keywords: Mt. Etna, Sicily, fault-based seismic hazard, time-dependent estimate, Brownian Passage Time.

1. Introduction

Fault-based and time-dependent approaches to seismic hazard maps have become popular in
recent decades (e.g. WGCEP, 2003) also in areas with a low strain rate, such as Italy (Pace et al.,
2006; Akinci et al., 2009; Peruzza et al., 2010). Criticisms, [see for example Mulargia and Geller
(2003)] concern the fact that they are founded on assumptions that are too simplistic (e.g.,
periodic model and characteristic event theory), or biased by the inadequacy of the data sets (e.g.,
for fault incompleteness, lack of inter-event times). Nevertheless, these studies should be a
valuable complement to seismic regulation maps, as they are intended to establish priority criteria
© 2012 – OGS
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for seismic risk reduction strategies.
A probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) recently carried out in the Mt. Etna region
(Azzaro et al., 2008) indicated that the seismicity due to the activity of the “local” faults
represents a significant contribution to seismic hazard, even with respect to the large regional
events occurring in eastern Sicily, if short exposure times are considered. Indeed, local
communities living on Etna’s eastern flank, the most densely urbanised part of the volcano,
repeatedly suffer social and economic losses due to the frequent occurrence of damaging
earthquakes, whose effects are somehow neglected or underestimated in the hazard assessment
given on an exposure time of 50 years, the standard reference at national scale.
In the framework of the activities developed by a research project funded by the Italian Civil
Protection Department and focused on the definition of the hazards related to the flank dynamics
of Mt. Etna (Progetto V4 Flank, 2007-2009), we decided to use the Etna region as a lab: most of
the seismogenic structures at Mt. Etna can be defined by coseismic surface displacement, and
their frequent activity is documented by a long list of historically well-known earthquakes.
Therefore, we applied a time-dependent approach based on the Brownian Passage Time (BPT)
distribution, in order to obtain an earthquake rupture forecast for a selected group of faults, well
identified in the field and with a centennial documented history of coseismic surface faulting
(Azzaro, 1999). In this paper, we present the first results of the time-dependent analysis, with the
main problems we faced for data validation, and show a comparison with more traditional
estimates obtained under Poissonian assumptions.

2. Conceptual background and input data

From the seismotectonic point of view, the main features for hazard analyses in the Etna region
are the general shallowness of the seismic sources (0.5-2 km) and the low values of magnitude
[M ≤ 4.7, Azzaro (2004)], resulting in earthquakes which very frequently produce - on average 1.6
events per year from XIX century to date - severe damage or even destruction when located close
to inhabited centres. The Timpe tectonic system, in the eastern flank of the volcano, is the source
area responsible for most of the strongest earthquakes known to have occurred in the last 205 years:
from a total of twelve events that occurred at Etna with epicentral intensities I0 larger than degree
VIII EMS [estimated according to the European Macroseismic Scale, see Grünthal (1998)], ten of
them are located here (Fig. 1), thus indicating a mean recurrence time of about 20 years.
Another fundamental aspect for hazard assessment at Etna, especially for a fault-based
approach, is that the strong attenuation of the seismic intensity spreading from the causative fault
(Azzaro et al., 2006) along with the occurrence of coseismic surface faulting (Azzaro, 1999),
makes the association earthquake-fault well constrained. Starting from this latest point, we
reconstructed the seismic histories at the scale of individual faults since the early-1800s (Fig. 2);
unfortunately, paleoseismological investigations carried out in the Timpe area (Azzaro et al.,
2000b) do not provide suitable data to extend the analysis over a longer period.
A major problem, in the perspective of a time-dependent analysis, includes the question of
whether fault behaviour at Etna is controlled by the volcanic activity and the related point of the
constant or variable tectonic loading of the faults. Studies on the correlations of earthquakes with
eruptive phases have still not reached conclusive results (Nercessian et al., 1991; Gresta et al.,
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Fig. 1 - Distribution of the main seismicity (I0 ≥ VI EMS) at Mt. Etna from 1800 to 2008 (data from Azzaro et al.,
2000a; Azzaro and Castelli, 2009). The 1818 earthquake has been discarded from our analysis since it is a crustal event
not associated with the local seismogenic sources (Azzaro, 2004; Gruppo di lavoro CPTI, 2004).

1994; Azzaro and Barbano, 1996; Vinciguerra et al., 2001; Smethrust et al., 2009), and
destructive earthquakes in the Timpe area occur both during flank eruptions (1865, 1879, 1911,
2002) and not [1805, 1894, 1914; earthquakes data from Azzaro et al. (2000a); eruptions from
Branca and Del Carlo (2004)]. Conversely, large-scale flank instability at Etna appears as a
continuous mode of strain, affecting the eastern sector as a whole both in the short- and long-term
(Rasà et al., 1996; Monaco et al., 1997; Bonforte and Puglisi, 2006; Bonforte et al., 2011;
Chiocci et al., 2011). Therefore, as is widely accepted, the deformation measured in the low
eastern flank presents a continuous component of movement more typical of a tectonic process
than magma-induced, transient stresses, and the Timpe system is part of a structurally
homogeneous domain characterised by a general east-west extension (Lo Giudice et al., 1982;
Bousquet and Lanzafame, 2004), it is also reasonable to assume that faults are constantly (on
average) loaded in time, as required by our time-dependent modelling.
2.1. The historical earthquake catalogue

The seismic data set that we used for the analysis is essentially the Macroseismic Catalogue
of Mt. Etna Earthquakes [CMTE, Azzaro et al. (2000a)]. It is a parametric catalogue specifically
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Fig. 2 - Seismic histories of the faults in the SZ Timpe reconstructed from the earthquakes with epicentral intensity I0
≥VII EMS associated with coseismic surface ruptures along strike [data from Azzaro (2004)].

compiled for this region which, unlike the Italian seismic catalogue (Gruppo di lavoro CPTI,
2004), does not adopt any intensity threshold (or equivalent magnitude) or space-time windows
to select only the mainshocks, but includes fore- and aftershocks too. For major events the
catalogue also indicates a seismogenic fault, on the basis of the interpretation of faulting
phenomena, described in the coeval chronicles (Azzaro, 1999), or by analysing the distribution
of more relevant macroseismic effects (i.e. damage) with respect to the structural pattern. As a
result, CMTE provides a homogeneous and not declustered data set of earthquakes (1790 events
in the time-span 1832-2008) suitable for time-dependent analyses. Completeness analysis
obtained with a well-known software package (Wiemer, 2001), indicates that the catalogue is
complete for earthquakes with epicentral intensity I0 ≥ VI EMS, i.e., for events above the damage
threshold, equivalent to a macroseismic magnitude Mm 3.2 according to the relationship by
Azzaro and Barbano (1997). Additional data for the analysis have been taken from the
preliminary results of a historical investigation aimed at extending the catalogue to the previous
two centuries (Azzaro and Castelli, 2009).
For the following elaborations, we selected the earthquakes located in the seismic zone of the
Timpe fault system (hereinafter called SZ Timpe, see Fig. 3), limiting our attention to the
strongest earthquakes with epicentral intensities I0 ranging from VIII to IX-X EMS (i.e., from
severe damage up to destruction), that correspond to a magnitude range Mm 4.0-4.7. The final
data cover the time-span from 1805 to 2008 and consist in nine earthquakes from 1832-2008
78
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Table 1 - Earthquakes with I0 ≥ VIII EMS associated with the faults of the SZ Timpe, and related parameters [data from
the CMTE, Azzaro et al. (2000a)]. The 1805 event results from specific historical investigations from Azzaro and
Castelli (2009). The second earthquake that occurred in 1865 (on August 19), marked by an asterisk, was removed from
the analysis as a possible non-independent event.
Fault

Date

Epicentral
intensity
I0

Lat

Lon

Macroseimic
magnitude
Mm

Instrumental
magnitude
Md

Fiandaca

1894-08-08
1984-10-25

VIII-IX
VIII

37.653
37.660

15.110
15.095

4.3
4.1

3.9

Moscarello

1805-07-11
1865-07-19
1911-10-15
1971-04-21

VIII-IX
IX
VIII-IX
VIII

37.718
37.702
37.699
37.714

15.150
15.153
15.154
15.148

4.3
4.5
4.3
4.1

4.5
3.5

S. Tecla

1865-08-19*
1914-05-08

VIII
IX-X

37.641
37.659

15.165
15.149

4.1
4.7

4.9

S. Venerina

1879-06-17
2002-10-29

VIII-IX
VIII

37.678
37.674

15.143
15.143

4.3
4.1

4.4

CMTE, plus the 1805 event taken out from the backwards extension of the catalogue (Table 1).
It should be stressed that all the events are accompanied by extensive coseismic surface faulting.

3. Poissonian statistics on mean recurrence time

Mean recurrence time of severely damaging earthquakes (I0 ≥ VIII EMS) should be obtained
from the historical rate of events, or by statistics on intertimes. The first calculation is performed
by dividing the total time length of the catalogue by the number of events, as previously stated
for the SZ Timpe; the second one is obtained by summing all the inter-event times divided by the
sample number (in our case 8 intertimes, Fig. 4). The two results agree if the effect of “open”
intervals (time lag between the starting date of the catalogue and the first earthquake, and
between the last event and the catalogue end) is negligible, but intertimes in general provide more
accurate results and statistical parameters of sample distribution (e.g., standard deviation).
For seismic hazard assessment under stationary assumptions, a declustered catalogue is
required to ensure that independent events are considered. Catalogue declustering is not a trivial
issue (see e.g. Kagan and Jackson, 1991; Zhuang et al., 2002) and space-time filtering algorithms
for volcanic districts have not been properly implemented. Apart from the space-time window to
be used in the Etna region for this purpose, the adopted intensity threshold has identified
earthquakes with indeed long intertimes (from 3 to 60 years in Table 1); we discarded only one
event in 1865 from the analysis, which could not be considered independent from the one
occurring the previous month. Our data set of eight intertimes might be considered not fully
robust from a statistical point of view, although it represents an excellent sample when dealing
for example, with paleoseismological data [see e.g., Mucciarelli (2007) and references herein].
For these reasons, we will perform Poissonian statistics on intertimes referred to the entire SZ
Timpe and to individual faults, in order to derive earthquake probabilities at both scales.
A test of numerical resampling through a bootstrap procedure has been carried out in order to
define the confidence intervals of the statistical parameters obtained. The bootstrap analysis
79
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Fig. 3 - Seismotectonic model of Mt. Etna [modified
from Azzaro (2004)]. Abbreviations of the studied
faults inside the SZ Timpe: FF = Fiandaca; MF =
Moscarello; SLF = S. Leonardello; STF = S. Tecla;
SVN = S. Venerina.

involves choosing random samples with replacement from a data set and analysing each sample
the same way. Sampling with replacement means that every sample is returned to the data set after
sampling, so a particular intertime from the original data set could appear multiple times in a given
bootstrap sample. The number of elements in each bootstrap sample equals the number of elements
in the original data set. In our analysis, a resampling cycle of a 1000 times was performed and the
final results represent the average of the statistical parameters, (mean recurrence time, standard
deviation, standard error) obtained for each bootstrap sample. An additional verification has been
made by the jack-knife sampling procedure, but it has produced the same results.
3.1. Intertimes inside the SZ Timpe

Table 2a reports the intertime statistics for the earthquakes with I0 ≥ VIII occurring
everywhere inside the SZ Timpe, i.e., considering the time intervals of the selected events
independently from their causative faults. The results from the data set indicate a mean recurrence
time of 24.6 years with a standard deviation of 21.4 years; by comparison, the historical mean
recurrence time (catalogue time-span divided by the earthquakes number) of the data set is ~ 20
years. The aperiodicity factor α is 0.87, typical of a quasi-Poisson process. The bootstrap analysis
confirms these results, showing a mean recurrence time of 24.4 years, a standard deviation of
19.3 and an aperiodicity of 0.79 characteristic of a moderately Poissonian pattern.
3.2. Intertimes on faults

Since the main goal of this study is to investigate the process of earthquake occurrence at the
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Table 2 - Statistical distribution of the intertimes (in years) for earthquakes with I0 ≥ VIII EMS referred to: a) the entire
SZ Timpe; b) individual fault. The aperiodicity value α is the ratio of standard deviation on mean recurrence time.
a)

SZ Timpe

Dataset

Bootstrap

8

8

Mean recurrence time µ

24.62

24.43

Standard deviation σ

21.41

19.31

Standard error

7.57

6.83

Aperiodicity α

0.87

0.79

Dataset

Bootstrap

Number of intertimes

b)

Individual fault

Number of intertimes

6

6

Mean recurrence time µ

71.28

71.02

Standard deviation σ

29.78

25.39

Standard error

12.16

10.36

Aperiodicity α

0.42

0.36

scale of individual faults where elapsed times since the last event can be accounted for, we
computed the mean recurrence time for intertimes of earthquakes occurring on the same structure
as defined by the fault seismic histories shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. All the faults except the
Moscarello fault, have only one intertime; we grouped them all to obtain an acceptable sample
size of six intertimes. By doing this, we assume that there are no significant differences between
the faults, such as the main seismotectonic features common to the SZ Timpe [fault length, sliprate, maximum observed earthquake etc, see Azzaro (2004)].
At the fault scale, the mean recurrence time is 71.3 years (Table 2b); the aperiodicity
coefficient α drops to values typical for periodic processes (0.42). Also in this case, the bootstrap
analysis confirms the results obtained from the data set, with a mean recurrence time of 71.0
years and the aperiodicity coefficient α assuming an even more periodic character (0.36).
Note that, if we follow the common practice in PSHA of partitioning the earthquake rate,
calculated for a seismic zone on the number of faults existing inside it, we will obtain an
underestimation of the fault seismic potential. By partitioning the SZ Timpe earthquake rate on the
faults in Fig. 3, we forecast a longer mean recurrence time (98 years obtained from 24.6 by 4 faults,
123 years if the partition is made on the 5 mapped faults) with respect to the value calculated by the
mean of intertimes of events effectively occurred on the individual fault (71.3 years in Table 2b).
3.3. Poisson probability

Considering the above-mentioned mean recurrence times, we computed the occurrence
probability (PPOI) of an earthquake with I0 ≥ VIII in an exposure time of 5 years according to the
Poissonian assumption, by
PPOI (t ) = 1 − e − t /T

(1)
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Fig. 4 - Seismic history of the entire SZ Timpe obtained by integrating the individual fault contribution shown in Table
1 and Fig. 2, and computation of the mean recurrence time from the inter-event times (intertimes). In grey, earthquakes
with I0 < VIII EMS not used in our analysis.

where T is the mean recurrence time and t is the exposure time.
Fig. 5a illustrates the values of probability obtained for a strong or destructive event in the
perspective of a Poissonian process. In general, the occurrence probability of having one severe
damaging earthquake somewhere inside the SZ Timpe is very high even with a very short
exposure time (5 years), reaching 18.4%; it decreases to 6.8% if we assign the probability to one
specific individual fault.
The mean recurrence time at the fault scale gives us an opportunity to explore how many
faults inside that region are compatible with the observed seismicity. We, therefore, calculated the
aggregate probabilities (Paggr) of having at least one I0 ≥VIII, by
Paggr = 1 − (1 − PF 1 )(1 − PF 2 )...(1 − PFn )

(2)

where PF1 ... PFn are the probabilities for the faults from 1 to n. During historic times only four
faults were capable of generating earthquakes with I0 ≥ VIII (Table 1), while 5 structures are
recognized in the field.
Starting from the value of 6.8% in 5 years referred to a single fault, the aggregated probability
obtained by the activation of at least one over the 4 historically active faults (24.5%) is higher
than the Poissonian hazard from the entire SZ Timpe (18.4%), but it is consistent with the
estimates obtained for an exposure time of 5 years with a completely independent approach,
based on the method SASHA developed by D’Amico and Albarello (2008). This approach
performs a distribution free probabilistic hazard assessment by using the macroseismic intensity
data available for a given locality (the so-called seismic site history), taking into account the
82
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Fig. 5 - Occurrence probability for strong or destructive earthquakes (I0 ≥ VIII) calculated according to: a) a Poissonian
process, referred to any fault in the SZ Timpe in an exposure time of 5 years (2-3-4 faults indicate the aggregated
probabilities, see text); b) the BPT time-dependent approach, referred to a specific fault in the next 5 years (20112015). The dotted line represents the Poissonian occurrence probability in 5 years.

different levels of completeness and uncertainty. In our application, we used as input data, the
epicentral intensities I0 of the earthquakes associated with faults in the ZS Timpe, thus the
integrated fault seismic history shown in Fig. 4. The SASHA approach gave probabilities of Iref
≥ VIII as high as 28% in 5 years, if uncertain intensity assignments (I0 = VII-VIII) are treated,
and 21.4% if only I0 ≥ VIII are used. Fault-based probability (24.5%) is, therefore, inside this
fluctuation, while zone-based probability (Poissonian SZ Timpe, 18.4%) is outside.
In the next section, we will demonstrate how time-dependent perspective respects and
modulates this budget inside the Timpe SZ.

4. BPT model on Timpe’s faults

The renewal theory is the specific branch of the probability theory that generalizes the Poisson
processes for arbitrary holding times. Renewal is a model where intertimes are distributed
identically and are mutually independent; both Poisson and BPT models belong to renewal
processes; the second one is able to represent time-dependency in a simple way, accounting for
the time elapsed since the last event. The time-dependent analysis for estimating the occurrence
probability of strong or destructive earthquakes on the faults of the SZ Timpe at a given date has
been carried out by applying a BPT model. The relatively small data sample (6 intertimes if
referred to individual faults) does not enable a choice among different distributions: we adopted
the BPT distribution function, as it proves to be one of the most physically-motivated
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distributions (Matthews et al., 2002).
The distribution in the time t is given by:

P (t ) =

Tmean
2πα t

2 3

−

e

( t −Tmean )2

(3)

2 Tmeanα 2t

where Tmean is the mean recurrence time and α the aperiodicity coefficient.
In the computation, we used the mean recurrence time obtained by merging the observed
intertimes on faults, as described in chapter 3.2 (Table 2b) whereas for the aperiodicity α we
introduced the correction proposed by Zöller et al. (2008), by:

α = cv ≈

b
3− b

(4)

where b is the b-value in the Gutenberg-Richter relationship.
Calibration of b-values has been performed jointly with an analysis of lateral variation of
intertime distributions at Mt. Etna. They will be presented separately, because they are beyond
the scope of this paper. Briefly, the b-value has been calculated by sampling an instrumental data
set of about 4,000 earthquakes recorded at Mt. Etna from 1999 to 2009 (Gruppo Analisi Dati
Sismici, 2010) on the nodes of a 1.25 km spaced grid. Completeness magnitude value for this
catalogue is Mc~1.5 (Alparone et al., 2010). The analysis indicated that the SZ Timpe is
characterised by two different b-values, ranging from 0.86 in the southern and central sectors to
1.0 in the northernmost one. Then, the aperiodicity coefficients adopted in the BPT distributions
are, respectively, 0.64 for the Fiandaca-S. Tecla-S. Venerina faults and 0.72 for the Moscarello
fault.
The conditional probability of having an event in a defined time-span, is given by:

P (Telap ≤ T ≤ Telap + ∆T T > Telap ) =

P (Telap ≤ T ≤ Telap + ∆T )
1 − P (0 ≤ T ≤ Telap )

(5)

where Telap is the time elapsed since the last event and ∆T the time interval for which the
probability is calculated (expressed in years).
Fig. 5b shows the time-dependent, hazard estimates, given in terms of earthquake rupture
forecast for events with I0 ≥ VIII EMS, calculated for the next 5 years since the end of 2010
(January 2011- December 2015). Faults listed in Table 1 are represented with different bars and,
by comparison, the Poissonian probability (6.8%) referred to any individual structure in a generic
time-span of 5 years is also reported (dotted vertical line). The highest probabilities calculated in
the period 2011-2015 (Table 3a) are related to the S. Tecla and Moscarello faults, with values of
10.9% and 9.1%, respectively; again, the Fiandaca fault has a time-dependent probability (6.2%)
comparable with the value of the Poissonian assumption (6.8%). Conversely, the S. Venerina fault
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Table 3 - Time-dependent conditional probabilities calculated for a) individual faults capable of generating earthquakes
with I0 ≥ VIII EMS; b) the same four faults, by aggregating P. The values obtained from the Poisson approach and the
SASHA methods are also indicated for comparison.
a)

Individual fault

Probability (%)

S. Tecla

10.9

Moscarello

9.1

Fiandaca

6.2

S. Venerina

0.2

b)

Aggregated faults

Probability (%)

BPT

24

Poisson

24.5

SASHA

21-28

presents a very low value, equal to 0.2%, as it recently slipped in 2002. These fluctuations in
probability values have to be handled with care, as the statistics on intertimes is based on only 6
samples, and uncertainties in b-value assignment have only been partially exploited.
Nevertheless, the differences in probability refer to a relatively short exposure interval (5 years),
and they imply remarkable variations in fictitious equivalent return times, defined as:
T fictitious =

(

−t

)

ln ⎡⎣1 − P Char _ event telapsed ⎤⎦ ,

(6)

where P(Char_event|telapsed) is the conditional probability obtained with Eq. (5). Note that the
fictitious Poissonian return time for the S. Tecla fault is about 1/3 shorter than the simple
Poissonian estimate (~ 43 years at the end of 2010 versus ~ 71 years). In 2011, the S. Venerina
fault appears to be in a “safer” condition, with a fictitious return time of thousands of years; its
conditional probability is expected to recover rapidly as time goes by, and in about 20 years – if
no earthquake occurs on this fault – it will again reach the Poissonian level. We believe that such
a difference has a notable impact, if prioritisation schemes in seismic risk reduction strategies
have to be adopted.
Finally, we calculated the aggregate probabilities for these structures as in chapter 3.3.
Starting from the values that refer to the individual faults, the value of the aggregated
probabilities calculated for the next 5 years on the aforementioned 4 faults is 24% (Table 3b).
This result is again consistent with the estimates obtained over an exposure time of 5 years from
the analysis of the fault seismic histories with the SASHA method (21-28%). These computations
confirm the very high hazard inside the SZ Timpe even for short-term forecasts; the traditional
Poissonian statistics based on intertimes of the whole SZ should underestimate it (18%). Further
improvements in a fault-based and time-dependent method for hazard assessment should derive
by the integration of more sophisticated ground attenuation models [obtained by deterministic
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modelling of local response, as for example in the Catania area by Faccioli and Pessina (2000)].

5. Concluding remarks

This analysis is the first effort to introduce fault-based and time-dependent methods on the
seismic hazard assessment of the Mt. Etna region, especially in the eastern flank characterised by
frequent severe/destructive earthquakes, active faulting and relevant dynamics as a whole
(Azzaro, 2004; Bonforte and Puglisi, 2006; Bonforte et al., 2011). Good historical data enable us
to have a more than 200-year long underclustered earthquake catalogue, and a reliable
earthquake-fault association. We, therefore, computed the mean recurrence time of major events
(epicentral intensity I0 ≥ VIII EMS) by statistics of intertimes for events assigned to the same
fault. This seismicity rate is higher than the one obtained traditionally by partitioning the
earthquake rate of the whole area on the mapped faults. Using a unique mean recurrence time for
all the Timpe faults, two α aperiodicity coefficients calibrated on the b-value of well-monitored
instrumental seismicity, and the elapsed times since the last event on a fault, we modelled some
BPT time-dependent processes and obtained earthquake probabilities for each fault. This method
represents an alternative approach to estimate earthquake occurrence; retrospective testing of
these hypotheses is currently underway.
Analyses of intertime distributions, and b-value lateral variations support the choice of
considering a BPT process, basically tectonically driven, acceptable for a first approximation, for
major earthquakes occurring inside this volcanic district. The probability of having a major event
on an individual fault inside the SZ Timpe is about 7% in 5 years, if a Poisson process is invoked.
It rises by about 1/2 when the probability is conditioned from the time elapsed since the last
event: at the end of 2010, impending earthquakes are expected on the S. Tecla fault (10.9%); the
Moscarello fault (9.1%) has a BPT probability higher than the Poissonian one, while the Fiandaca
fault (6.2%) shows a comparable value: the S. Venerina one is the least-probable structure (0.2%),
as it slipped in 2002. The time-dependent aggregate probability (24%) of having a major
earthquake in the next 5 years on at least one of the four historically activated faults is consistent
with the results obtained with the SASHA approach (21-28%), but it is significantly higher than
the traditional zone-based Poissonian approach (18%).
Even if analyses resorting to more complex processes, and taking into account the eruptions
cycles are needed, this study suggests that in a very active area such as Mt. Etna, a timedependent approach may contribute to identify the faults with higher probabilities of generating
strong earthquakes, clearly important for land planning at a local scale. It should be a valuable
complement intended to establish priority criteria for seismic risk reduction action.
We plan further investigations to corroborate these preliminary considerations into a more
refined framework of stress-conditions.
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